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Abstract

Photonic crystal bandedge lasers:
Biosensing application and new optical gain materials
Hyungrae Cha
Majoring in Biophysics
Department of Biophysics and Chemical Biology
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
Photonic crystals (PhCs) are periodic arrangements of two or more
dielectric media. The periodicity of PhCs results in a complex photonic band
structure which has a specific frequency region where a light does not propagate
in a crystal. This is called a photonic band gap (PBG). By using PBG, a light
can be strongly confined and following applications are available such as PhC
cavity laser, filter, and waveguide. On the other hand, near the band edge in the
band structure, the group velocity of the photon is close to zero. So, a standing
wave is formed, and the interaction between the medium and the photon is very
strong. By using this gain enhancement effect, a photonic crystal bandedge laser
(BEL) can be implemented.
During my research years, I have been focused on different types of
photonics crystal bandedge lasers because of following advantages such as
stable mode operation over a large area, high power laser available, and
controlling the lasing direction either surface-emitting or in-plane direction
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which depends on its purpose of devices. With these advantages of PhC
bandedge mode, I suggested various types of PhC bandedge lasers with
different gain materials, and one of them for biosensing application.
In this thesis, air-bridge-type surface-emitting bandedge laser (BEL) was
fabricated by forming a honeycomb lattice two-dimensional PhC structure into
an InGaAsP multiple-quantum-well epilayer. Subsequently, the entire surface
of bandedge laser was passivated with few-nm thick conformal SiO2 layer by
atomic later deposition (ALD) method. In addition, the ALD-SiO2 is
compatible with the silane-based surface chemistry, enabling the ALDpassivated BEL devices as a label-free biosensor. From the standard
streptavidin–biotin interaction sensing experiment, the device shows the
possibility as refractive index biosensor platform with a sharp lasing line (< 0.2
nm) and large refractive index sensitivity (~163 nm/RIU).
Next, room temperature single mode bandedge laser was fabricated by
hybridizing two-dimensional square lattice photonic crystal backbone with a
perovskite thin film of methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) spincoated

atop.

Also,

from

the

hybridizing

the

hybrid

perovskite

CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film with one-dimensional photonic crystal
structure backbone by simple spin-casting, single mode bandedge laser was
demonstrated. I believe that these hybrid photonic device platforms with optical
pumping show the possibility of electrically driven laser device with perovskite
materials in the near future.
Keyword: Photonic crystal, Photonic crystal bandedge laser, Biosensing
application, Hybrid perovskite thin film, Hybrid photonics, Spin-casting
Student number: 2010-24018
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Photonic crystals
1.1.1 Introduction
Photonic crystals (PhCs) are periodic arrangements of two or more dielectric
media [1]. According to the periodicity of media, PhCs are defined as one-, two-, and
three-dimensional PhC structures. Figure 1-1-1 shows different types of PhC
structures with scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, respectively [2].
In general, within a homogeneous material, the dispersion relation between wave
vector k and frequency Z is expressed as
߱ሺ݇ሻ ൌ

ܿ݇
ξߝ

G

where H is a dielectric constant. However, in a periodically arranged structure
like a photonic crystal, the dispersion relation changes nonlinearly, and in a certain
condition, the discontinuous frequency region which is called the photonic bandgap
appears. It can be understood as a mechanism similar to form electronic band where
electrons cannot have a specific energy by the periodic potential of the atoms making
up solid crystals.
The way that light propagates in photonic crystals is described by the wave
equation obtained from the Maxwell equation as follows.

1

When the dielectric constant epsilon is given by a periodic function with a position,
magnetic field (H field) can be described as a bloch form by plane wave expansion
and bloch theorem.

(dispersion relation)
When solving the eigenvalue problem, the dispersion relation like above can be
obtained, and the information contained in these functions is called the photonic
crystal band structure with photonic bandgap.

Fig. 1-1-1 Simple examples of 1D, 2D, and 3D PhCs [1] and their SEM images with
sub-micron periods [2].
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1.1.2 Photonic band structure

Fig. 1-1-2 Photonic band structure of a 2D hexagonal lattice PhC.
The concept of photonic crystal bandedge lasers (BELs) is first reported by
Dowling [3]. Figure 1-1-2 is the photonic band structure with two-dimensional
hexagonal lattice. In the band structure, there is a frequency region where no mode
can exist in the crystal. This region is called photonic band gap (PBG). By using PBG,
a light can be strongly confined and following applications are available such as
photonic crystal cavity laser [3,4], filter [5], and waveguide [6,7]. In the case of a
cavity laser, photon whose frequency is in the photonic band gap is confined
horizontally by the band gap and vertically by the index guiding in a defect. If the
defect has a gain medium, the structure supports a lasing action. This is how a
photonic crystal cavity laser is designed.
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On the other hand, near the band edge, photon’s group velocity is close to zero.
So, optical path length is exceedingly long in the structure, which lead to a gain
enhancement. This gain enhancement effect uses for making photonic band edge laser
and such a structure does not need to contain any defect. In this thesis, I suggested
various types of PhC bandedge lasers with different gain materials, and one of them
for biosensing application.
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1.1.3 Photonic crystal bandedge laser
The photon crystal band edge laser generated by previous bandedge principle
has the following advantages: First, it is possible to realize a stable mode operation
over a large area without requiring a large difference in refractive indices. Second, as
the bandedge mode spreads widely over a larger area, high ouput power laser is
possible because the amount of local heat generation is small. Finally, by controlling
the lasing direction either surface-emitting or in-plane direction, the design and use
of the device is little more flexible depending on their purpose. There are some
examples of different types of bandedge lasers in Fig. 1-1-3 [8] and 1-1-4 [9].

Fig. 1-1-3 Free-standing GaN-based photonic crystal bandedge laser [8].
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Fig. 1-1-4 Two-dimensional hexagonal lattice photonic crystal bandedge laser
patterned by nanosphere lithography [9].
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1.2 Perovskite material as new optical gain medium
1.2.1 Organic-inorganic lead halide perovskite
In photovoltaics, hybrid perovskite (e.g. CH3NH3PbI3) is promising lightabsorbing materials and its superior properties such as strong light harvesting
capability, direct band gap, high carrier mobility, etc. [10] fascinate many researching
groups. Notably, Kojima group employed the hybrid perovskites as a light absorber
of photovoltaic cells (PVCs), achieving the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
~4 % [11]. The PCE of the hybrid perovskite PVCs is now more than 20% [12]. Due
to the predominant properties, hybrid perovskite is widely studied in optical,
electronic, photovoltaic research area. The hybrid lead perovskite structure has the
general stoichiometry of APbX3, where “A” are cations and “X” are anions in Fig. 12-1 [13].

Fig. 1-2-1 The schematic crystal structure of lead halide perovskites APbX3, A = FA
or MA, X = I, Br, or Cl [13].
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The reason why this perovskite gets attention in the field of solar cell with long
carrier lifetime and diffusion length [14], the high internal quantum efficiency [15],
and large absoprtion coefficient across the uv-visible range [16]. As previous
mentioned, perovskite materials have been used as light absorbers, which in turn infer
that they could also act as efficient light emitters in optoelectronic device. In
particular, the properties of high photoluminescence (PL) quantum efficiency and
stoichiometric wavelength tunability show a simple indication of how attractive this
material is as a light emitter. Figure 1-2-2 shows the wavelength tunability with
different halide compositions of organic-inorganic halide perovskite film from 400
nm to 800 nm [17].

Fig. 1-2-2 Wide wavelength tunability of ASE wavelengths from organic–inorganic
halide perovskite films [17].
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There are four general deposition techniques for preparing perovskite active
layers in Fig. 1-2-3 [18]. Two methods are based on solution process, and the others
are based on evaporation process. In this thesis, passive photonic crystal structures
were hybridized extrinsically with hybrid lead perovskite thin film by one-step
deposition method like simple spin-casting. This simple spin-casting method has
some advantages such as large area, cost effective, and high throughput. Due to the
uncontrolled solidification, a low film coverage is a well-known problem of one-step
deposition method, but we solved this problem through solvent engineering method
[19].

Fig. 1-2-3 Four general methods for preparing perovskite active layers [18].
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1.3 Computational Method
1.3.1 Plane wave expansion method
In the photonic crystal community, the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) method
refers to a very powerful technique, and it is suitable for investigating the phtonic
band structure (dispersion relation) of all kinds of PhCs and the modal solution
problem. Also, this computation is quick and easy to manipulate. To solve the

Maxwell equations, the electric or magnetic fields are expanded for each field
component in the side of the Fourier series components along the reciprocal lattice
vector. These differential equations result in an infinite size matrix eigenvalue
problem, which can be solved by an appropriate approximation [20,21].
In this thesis, two-dimensional photonic crystal band structures were obtained
by using commercially available computer software, BandSOLVE (Rsoft Design
Group), which is based on the PWE simulation method.
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1.3.2 Finite difference time domain
The finite difference time domain method (FDTD) is one of the most effective
technique for the solution of electromagnetic problems in the study of photonics
recently. This numerical analysis is extremely simple, even for programming threedimensional code. To solve an electromagnetic problem, the idea is to simply
discretize in space which is divided into discrete grid like mesh, and in time step
which the electric and magnetic field are developed. Unlikely the previous PWE
method, we can put a source signal, and investigate time dynamics of the motion of
the photons which are generated from dipole source in a structure. The solutiondependent Maxwell equations with central difference approximations can be solved
accurately depending on the size of the lattice and time step [22].
Due to advantages of the FDTD method, there are many kinds of computer
software products has been developed commercially, and in this thesis, Lumerical
FDTD Solutions (Lumerical Solutions, Inc.) was used to explore the photonic band
structures, wavelength spectrums, and electric field profiles of each PBE modes.
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1.4 Outline of the Manuscript
In this thesis, I proposed various types of PhC bandedge lasers with different
gain materials and one of them for biosensing application. With following gain
materials, InGaAsP MQW (O ~1550 nm), methylammonium (MA) lead triiodide
perovskite material (CH3NH3PbI3, O ~780 nm), and formamidinium (FA) based
CH(NH2)2Pb(I0.4Br0.6)3 perovskite material (O ~650 nm), different types of PhC
bandedge lasers were designed to operate in single mode, and the resonance
wavelength is covered from visible to near-infrared (NIR). PhC bandedge lasers were
also fabricated for their own purpose, and through the micro-PL measurement, we
could analyze the lasing properties including polarization dependences.
In chapter 2, air-bridge-type surface-emitting bandedge laser was suggested for
applying as refractive index biosensor. The entire surface of bandedge laser was
passivated with few-nm thick conformal SiO2 layer by atomic later deposition (ALD)
method. In addition, the ALD-SiO2 is compatible with the silane-based surface
chemistry, enabling the ALD-passivated BEL devices as a label-free biosensor.
Through the simple streptavidin–biotin interaction sensing experiment, the device
shows the possibility as refractive index biosensor platform.
In chapter 3 and 4, PhC bandedge lasers were demonstrated by hybridizing
passive PhC structures with hybrid perovskite materials by simple spin-casting
method. The single mode bandedge lasers were operated via photonic bandedge
modes, and this was verified by comparing the polarization dependence measurement
and PL spectrum data to FDTD simulation result. From the results of these hybrid
photonic device platforms with optical pumping, they show the possibility of
electrically driven laser device with perovskite materials in the near future.
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Finally in chapter 5, the conclusion and the perspectives are presented, and the
acknowledgement is also shown.
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Chapter 2
Surface passivation of a photonic crystal
bandedge laser by atomic layer deposition
of SiO2 and its application for biosensing
2.1 Introduction
Biosensors have now become a popular application field, as various sensor
platforms which are based on different technologies    mechanics [1,2],
electricity [3-5], optics [6], etc. In particular, optical (or photonic) biosensors have
many advantages over other types of sensor devices; they are non-destructive and
insensitive to electrical conductivity, salt concentration, or pH of assay solution.
Optical biosensors are also compatible with optofluidics technology so that a
complete sensing system with in situ detection and analysis capabilities can be built
in a compact and versatile format. It has been proven that optical sensor devices, when
combined with micro and nano-scale structures, such as microdisk [7], microring [8],
grating [9], photonic crystal (PhC) [10-12], and nanoplasmonics [13,14], can provide
an ultra-high sensitivity owing to enhanced interaction between photons and matters.
In this study, we demonstrate a photonic crystal based nanolaser device and its surface
passivation with an atomically thin layer, which leads to a highly sensitive, compact,
and yet robust biosensor platform.
Rapid progress has been made in developing PhC-based nanolasers, both in their
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structural designs and performance characteristics, which makes them quite
promising for compact coherent light sources of the future [15,16]. In order for the
PhC based nanolasers to become a viable device platform, however, a number of
issues are still to be further matured, which include electrical injection [17],
continuous-wave operation [18], and high power operation [19]. In addition, an
appropriate passivation of device surface is practically an important issue to be
addressed for long-term device longevity as well as for device protection from harsh
environmental conditions that may be encountered in course of real applications of
device. Here, we applied atomic layer deposition (ALD) to deposit a ultra-thin (in the
scale of a few nanometers) and conformal SiO2 layer onto a two-dimensional (2D)
PhC nanolaser structure of complex surface topography. Resultant nanolasers are
found to be resistant to the wet chemicals that would otherwise spontaneously
demolish the nanolaser composed of compound semiconductors. The effectiveness
and significance of the ALD passivation are vividly demonstrated by employing the
ALD-passivated PhC nanolasers as a label-free protein detector. Significantly, the
biosensor based on the nanolasers takes the advantage of the extremely sharp
resonance peak of PhC nanolasers and shows a figure of merit (FOM) of ~800, which
is more than 10 times larger than those of previous optical biosensors. This result
clearly shows that our scheme is a viable method for building highly sensitive
biosensors based on PhC nanolaser structures.
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2.2 Photonic crystal bandedge laser
2.2.1 2D honeycomb lattice photonic crystal bandedge laser
In this experiment, we utilized bandedge lasers (BEL) as our standard PhC-based
nanolaser structure, which was composed of an air-bridge membrane slab of an
InGaAsP multiple quantum well (MQW) epilayer with a 2D honeycomb-lattice array
of air-holes. A BEL, especially when operated at the Γ-point, has several advantages
over a defect-containing cavity-based PhC laser structure; it has a large modal volume
     high output power and gives vertical laser emission, both
properties facilitating detection of laser emission off from the wafer plane. In addition,
a BEL has an infinite translational symmetry so that a delicate optical alignment
procedure required for exciting a cavity-based PhC laser can be greatly simplified or
omitted.
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Fig. 2-2-1 (a) Photonic band structure of a 2D honeycomb lattice PhC. Magnetic field
(Hz) profile calculated at the two different Γ points: (b) dipole-like Γ2 mode and (c)
monopole-like Γ1 mode. SEM images of a 2D honeycomb lattice PhC patterns: (d)
top view and (e) tilted view at a higher magnification.
As for the PhC pattern, we fixed the air-hole radius as r = 0.35a, where a is the
lattice constant of honeycomb-lattice PhC. Figure 2-2-1(a) shows photonic band
structure of the honeycomb-lattice 2D PhC, which is calculated by using the plane
wave expansion (PWE) method. There are two Γ-point bandedge modes in the
frequency range of 0.25 < a/λ < 0.30. From PWE simulations on optical mode profiles,
we have confirmed that the two bandedges correspond with a dipole-like mode at a/λ
≈ 0.29 and a monopole-like mode ar a/λ ≈ 0.26, respectively. The corresponding each
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mode profiles are shown in Figs. 2-2-1(b) and 2-2-1(c). By simply adjusting the
lattice constant of PhCs, we could make the optical gain band of the InGaAsP MQWs
match with either of the two bandedge modes: the dipole-like mode at a ≈ 450 nm
and the monopole-like mode at a ≈ 400 nm.
The base wafer where the PhC BEL structure was to be formed was a standard
InGaAsP MQW structure with the emission wavelength of λ ~1550 nm. There are a
1-μm-thick InP etch-sacrificial layer and an InGaAs etch-stop layer which are
inserted underneath the MQW layer. The InP sacrificial layer has a high wet-etch
selectivity over both for the InGaAsP MQW layer and InGaAs etch-stop layer,
enabling to form an air-bridge MQW slab that serves as a waveguide along the wafer
plane. A thin Si3N4 layer deposited onto the base substrate served as a hard mask layer
during the PhC pattern generation into the MQW slab by electron-beam lithography
and reactive-ion-etching, sequentially. The Si3N4 layer was removed afterwards and
the InP etch-sacrificial layer was subsequently removed through the air-holes that
formed the PhC pattern to finish the PhC BEL structure in the air-bridge format.
Figures 2-2-1(d) and 2-2-1(e) show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
a complete PhC BEL structure.
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2.2.2 Device fabrication
The InGaAsP MQW structure was grown on an n-type (001)-oriented InP
substrate by a low-pressure metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system.
Grown sequentially on the n-InP substrate were an InP buffer layer, a 50-nm-thick
InGaAs etch-stop layer, 1000-nm-thick InP sacrificial layer, and finally 230-nm-thick
MQW layer composed of five pairs of 8-nm-thick InGaAsP quantum well and 20nm-thick InGaAsP barrier. Figure 2-2-2 shows schematic diagram of InGaAsP MQW
structure. The entire PhC device fabrication process is as follows: A 50-nm-thick
Si3N4 hard mask layer was deposited on the InGaAsP MQW wafer by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at 300°C, followed by conventional
electron-beam lithography to define a 2D honeycomb-lattice hole array pattern. The
acceleration voltage and electron current during the pattern generation were 100 keV
and 300 μC/cm2, respectively. Reactive-ion-etching (RIE) was then performed to
transfer the PhC pattern into the hard mask layer and subsequently into the InGaAsP
MQW layer, with the gas mixtures of CF4/O2 for Si3N4 and CH4/H2 for InGaAsP,
respectively. After removal of the remaining Si3N4 hard mask layer with RIE, the
sample was finally immersed in diluted HCl (HCl:H2O = 3:1) to remove selectively
the InP sacrificial layer underneath the MQW layer, which resulted in the air-bridge
PhC nanolaser.
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Fig. 2-2-2 Schematic diagram of InGaAsP MQW structure.

Fig. 2-2-3 Fabrication processes of PhC bandedge laser.
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2.3 ALD surface passivation
2.3.1 Atomic layer deposition
Our air-bridge BEL structure with a 2D array of air-holes has a high surface-tovolume ratio (SVR), so it is suitable for biochemical sensing application where a
strong overlap between the optical resonance mode and the external environmental
medium is highly desirable. However, a high SVR implies inevitable exposure of a
substantial semiconductor surface area. Therefore, surface protection would be
appropriate to keep the BEL device from disruptive environmental substances that
may be encountered for various reasons; it is worth mentioning that the InP-based
semiconductor materials are known to be readily dissolved in many chemicals [20].
In addition, exposed surfaces inevitably induce a large number of dangling bonds and
related extrinsic defects, which usually act as non-radiative surface recombination
centers that result in rapid carrier annihilation [21]. Therefore, a certain form of
surface passivation should be required for both short-term and long-term BEL device
performances.
A variety of surface passivation methods have been developed for compound
semiconductor based photonic devices. Among others, thin film deposition provides
physically more secure and stable means of device protection. However, the deposited
layer should remain very thin in order not to ruin the virtue of strong overlap between
optical mode and outer medium, a crucial condition for high sensitivity in
biochemical sensing. Here, we employed ALD technique to coat the entire surface of
an air-bridge InGaAsP MQW PhC BEL with a uniform and conformal layer of only
a few nm-thick SiO2 film. The ALD is a thin film deposition technique that utilizes
chemical adsorption and substitution of molecules to deposit an atomically thin film
layer. It is particularly useful to deposit a uniform film on all sides and corners of
sample to the thickness of ~nm, regardless of the shape of substrate: gas phase
material sources can reach even every corner and face that would be inaccessible with
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any physical deposition technique. When applied to our PhC laser structure, the ALD
process allows gas molecules to reach even the underneath surface of the air-bridge
membrane through the open air-holes that constitute the PhC pattern, resulting in a
uniform passivation layer deposited not only on the top surface but also on the
sidewalls as well as the bottom face of the MQW slab, yet with nanometer precision
in film thickness.
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2.3.2 ALD-SiO2 passivation procedure
Silicon oxide films were deposited by the ALD process on the honeycomblattice two dimensional photonic crystal structure. Two precusors, trimethylauminum
(TMA) and tri(tert-butoxy)silanol, were sequentially pulsed through the reaction
chamber. First, TMA was pulsed into the chamber for 0.15 secs followed by an N 2
carrier gas with flow rate 20 sccm for 5 sec to remove the TMA from the chamber.
Second, silanol was pulsed into the chamber and allowed to react for 30 sec, followed
by the N2 carrier gas with flow rate 20 sccm for 30 sec to remove the silanol from the
chamber. This sequence was repeated for each cycle of SiO2 deposition. The
operating temperature was 250 °C for depositing SiO2 layer on InGaAsP MQW.
This is an adaptation from Hausmann et al, Science, 2005 [22]. The deposition rate
was around 1 nm SiO2 per cycle. The samples were coated with roughly 4, 9, and 15
nm, as measured by ellipsometry.
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2.3.3 ALD-SiO2 passivation layer on the performance of PhC BEL
The purpose of the following experiments is to make sure that the ALD-SiO2
thin film can protect well the entire surface from harsh environment. At first, a SiO2
thin film was deposited on an InP bare wafer by the ALD process, following the
procedure described by Im et al. [23]. We controlled the deposition time to obtain a
desired film thickness of ~nm, knowing the deposition rate for the given deposition
conditions that is pre-calibrated with a much thicker film. Figure 2-3-1 shows a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) image taken for a nominally 5-nm-thick
ALD-SiO2 film, direct visual evidence that a few nm thick dielectric film was truly
deposited. To test its durability and ability to protect the bare InP substrate, we defined
an circular photoresist patterns of 400 μm in diameter by using conventional
photolithography. A sample prepared was immersed in buffered oxide etchant (BOE)
for 20 sec to remove the ALD-SiO2 film from the regions uncovered with photoresist,
which was followed by photoresist stripping in acetone. The sample was then
intentionally soaked for 30 sec in dilute HCl solution (HCl: H2O = 3:1), which is
known to be a very efficient InP etchant. Shown in Fig. 2-3-2 is an SEM image for a
circular mesa that was formed after the HCl etch. The InP substrate where the ALDSiO2 layer was absent was etched severely to a depth of ~3 μm in the region, whereas
the circular region defined and passivated by the ALD-SiO2 layer perfectly
undamaged. This is true evidence that the ALD-SiO2 film protects the InP substrate
even from extremely harsh environments, despite its diminishingly negligible
thickness.
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Fig. 2-3-1 Cross-sectional TEM image of an ALD-SiO2 layer deposited on an InP
bare substrate.

Fig. 2-3-2 SEM image of an InP circular mesa etched in a diluted HCl solution with
the mesa top protected by the ALD-SiO2 layer. Inset is another SEM image of the
circular mesa taken from the top.
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Successful result from the initial test on the bare InP substrate, we finally applied
the ALD-SiO2 passivation to our PhC bandedge laser device. A 5-nm-thick SiO2 film
was deposited onto the air-bridge Γ-point BEL structure. Then, we immersed the
sample in piranha solution (H2SO4: H2O2: H2O = 1:1:10) for two minutes, which are
strong and long enough to completely etch out the thin InGaAsP MQW layer unless
the ALD-SiO2 layer efficiently protects the InGaAsP material from the etchant. With
the optical microscope, it revealed that the PhC BEL devices remained intact after the
etch trial, with the air-bridge membrane structure unchanged from its initial shape.
With the visual test, we operated the PhC BELs to examine their lasing performance
characteristics. Both BEL devices were pumped using 980 nm pulsed laser diode (20
ns pulse width and 1% duty cycle), and optical emission from the device was fed into
an optical spectrum analyzer. In this experiment, we used micro-photoluminescence
(PL) setup which employs the combination of a butt-end fiber tip and a 1x2
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) fiber coupler for measurement with the
advantage of alignment. This is capable of doing optical pumping and collecting the
emission of light simultaneously. Figure 2-3-3 is a schematic diagram of fiber based
micro-PL setup [19]. Figure 2-3-4 shows lasing spectra of a typical BEL device
recorded at different sample treatment stages such as fabricated, after ALD-SiO2 layer
deposition, and after 2 mins treatment in piranha solution. While the ALD-SiO2 layer
deposition caused a sizable redshift (Δλ ~8.7 nm) in lasing peak position, which was
due to the increase in the effective refractive index of device, the subsequent 2 mins
piranha solution treatment gave absolutely no effect to lasing peak position. This
result is strong evidence that the 5-nm-thick ALD-SiO2 layer provides an almost
perfect means of device protection from harsh chemicals. We also noticed that the
BEL devices performed even better after the ALD-SiO2 layer deposition, as shown in
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Fig. 2-3-5: lasing threshold becomes lower by ~30% while slope efficiency is
enhanced more than two times. We believe that these results are due to a partial
remedy of dangling bonds by the ALD process, which in turn leads to the reduction
of non-radiative recombination centers. Detailed mechanisms for the improved laser
performance are subject to a further study in the future.

Figure 2-3-3 Schematic diagram of fiber based micro-PL setup [19].
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Figure 2-3-4 Lasing spectra from an InGaAsP MQW BEL device, taken at different
stages of sample treatments.

Figure 2-3-5 Input power vs. output power relations of a typical BEL device.
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2.4 Biosensing results and discussion
2.4.1 Biosensing preparation with streptavidin-biotin interaction
We investigated the possibility of using the PhC BEL devices passivated with
ALD-SiO2 for biosensing application. Many label-free biosensing devices rely on the
surface interaction between two kinds of molecules, ligands and receptors, and should
therefore respond to the ligand-receptor interaction sensitively enough to cause a
noticeable change in detection signal. For that matter, devices based on
nanophotonics principles are attractive candidates because they offer a large signal
change due to their strong field enhancement effect at spatially localized spots or
regions as well as their large SVR. On the other hand, biosensing devices often
undergo treatments or preparation steps that involve various chemicals, part of which
may be harsh enough to damage or destroy the small sized devices. Conformal
deposition of a surface passivation layer is therefore an appropriate approach for
device protection. The passivation layer however needs to be very thin if one wants
to fully exploit the local field enhancement effect of nanophotonic devices. The ALD
process satisfies the both conditions described above; it can coat every exposed
surfaces regardless of the shape and configuration of device, and yet it can control
the thickness down to ~nm. It should be noted that we employed an ALD-SiO2 layer,
not an ALD-Al2O3 layer in this study. In fact, we intentionally chose the ALD-SiO2
because the silane-based chemistry, which has been developed for a hydroxyl groupterminated surface to full maturity, can be readily used without any extra surface
preparation process.
We performed biosensing experiments using standard streptavidin-biotin
interaction, which is known to form the strongest non-covalent complex between
protein and ligand (dissociation constant: Kd = 10-15 M), and is hardly affected by
experimental circumstances, such as pH, organic solvents, temperature, and other
agents. Due to these bonding natures, the complex has been used in many protein and
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nucleic acid detection and purification methods [24,25].
The overall surface functionalization procedure for biosensing experiment is
detailed as follows: In order to have the streptavidin-biotin interaction occur on the
PhC BEL device, we first passivated an array of PhC BEL devices with a nominally
5-nm-thick ALD-SiO2 layer. Prior to a series of surface chemistry, the sample had
gone through standard solvent cleaning procedure and treated in piranha solution
afterwards, which should remove any organic residue on the SiO2-terminated device
surface. The sample was then left soaked overnight in 2% solution of (3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane (APTES) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution, which resulted
in the ALD-SiO2 terminated sample surface covered with a monolayer of APTES
molecules via self-assembled monolayer (SAM) process. The APTES molecules,
known as a coupling agent, make the SiO2 surface more favorable to biotin molecules;
it is widely used in biological implant, such as protein adhesion and cell growth. After
the APTES treatment, the sample was incubated about 3-4 hours in the mixture
solution of NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) esters of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
biotin-PEG in 100 mM sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.25) to prepare a partially
biotin-terminated surface. It should be noted that the rest of the surface is simply
PEG-terminated, which prevents non-specific binding of protein like streptavidin, so
the streptavidin binds selectively to biotin-terminated surface only. We controlled the
relative concentrations between PEG and biotin-PEG such that biotin covers ~10 %
of the total surface area. A drop of 100 nM streptavidin conjugated with Rphycoerythrin fluorescence dye (SAPE) was released on the biotin-PEG terminated
sample to induce the streptavidin-biotin interaction. We intentionally utilized the dye
conjugated streptavidin so that we could visually confirm the streptavidin-biotin
interaction. Finally, the sample was rinsed in deionized water and dried. The overall
sample preparation procedure is schematically outlined in Fig. 2-4-1. One thing we
should note that although our device should work as a label-free sensor, we
intentionally attached fluorescing dye molecules to streptavidin so that we could
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monitor and confirm the streptavidin-biotin interaction with fluorescence microscopy
as well. In fact, we captured fluorescence image of the sample after
biofunctionalization, which is shown in Fig. 2-4-2, and found that the PhC patterned
area, filled with air-holes and thus having a high SVR, exhibited fluorescence
intensity much stronger than the planar region without any PhC pattern. This result
confirms that the overall surface chemistry was properly accomplished.

Figure 2-4-1 Schematic diagram of surface functionalization steps for biosensing test.
From the top, 2D PhC BEL fabrication; conformal deposition of an ALD-SiO2 layer;
biotinylation on the silica-terminated surface; and the interaction between biotin and
streptavidin molecules tagged with fluorescence dye (SAPE).
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Figure 2-4-2 Fluorescence microscopy image taken after the streptavidin-biotin
interaction.
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2.4.2 Measurement
Lasing spectra of the ALD-SiO2 passivated PhC BELs were measured before
and after the streptavidin-biotin interaction process. Shown in Fig. 2-4-3 is typical
lasing spectra before and after the strepavidin-biotin interaction for both the dipolelike and monopole-like BEL modes. It is clear from the figure that the BEL peaks
shifted by ~0.95 nm for the dipole-like mode and by ~0.80 nm for the monopole-like
mode, respectively; similar spectral redshifts was consistently measured throughout
all the BEL devices in the same batch. The measured results indicate that our PhC
BELs are quite competitive when compared with other nanophotonics based sensors.
For example, it was reported that plasmonic resonance from an 10% biotinylated
Ag nanohole array redshifted by ~1.3 nm with 100 nM SAPE [26]; although the
sensing mechanisms are quite different, the amounts of resonance shift are in the same
order, inferring similar sensitivities. It is worth mentioning that the spectral peak shift
for the dipole-like mode was slightly larger than that for the monopole-like mode; we
attribute this to the fact that the dipole-like mode is a little bit larger and consequently
its electric field extends further into the air-holes, which makes the dipole-like mode
respond to the environmental change more strongly, leading to a higher sensitivity
[27].

Figure 2-4-3 Lasing spectra of positively controlled BEL biosensors before and after
the streptavidin-biotin interaction: (a) dipole-like mode and (b) monopole-like mode.
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We also prepared and counter-checked a negative-control sample, for which the
biotin-PEG process was intentionally done with bare PEG so that the streptavidinbiotin interaction could not occur from the beginning, leaving the full surface free of
any intentional streptavidin-biotin molecules. In good contrast, the negative-control
sample exhibited no spectral shift for the both types of bandedge modes which is less
than 0.05 nm, that is the resolution limit in our optical spectrum analyzer that we used
for the measurement as shown in Fig. 2-4-4. By taking the ratio of the peak shifts
between the positive- and negative-control samples, we obtain the a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) greater than 20 for the dipole-like mode, which is large enough to be sure
that the streptavidin-biotin interaction is detected.

Figure 2-4-4 Lasing spectra of negatively controlled (biotin-free) BEL biosensors
before and after the streptavidin treatment: (a) dipole-like mode and (b) monopolelike mode.
We performed band structure calculations for our honeycomb-lattice 2D PhC
structure to estimate how fast the bandedge shifts as the refractive index of the
environmental medium changes. From the calculations, we estimated the index
sensitivity to be ~163 nm/RIU (RIU: refractive index unit) for the dipole-like mode.
A common parameter used to quantify the quality of a biosensor is the figure-of-merit
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(FOM), which is defined as the wavelength shift per unit refractive index change
divided by the linewidth of the resonance peak at its full-width at half-maximum. The
FOM of our dipole-like BEL mode turns out to be ~800, when the typical linewidth
of our BEL lasing peak of ~ 0.2 nm is taken. This FOM value is huge in comparison
with typical FOMs of the conventional sensors that rely on a broad resonance peak,
such as surface plasmon resonance [28,29]. Combining all the virtues of our Γ-point
BEL sensors, such as a huge FOM value, high output power, vertical emission, and
relaxed alignment tolerance (due to the infinite translational symmetry of a BEL
pattern structure), it should be greatly facilitated to simplify the sensing procedure
and miniaturize the sensing system.
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2.5 Summary
We fabricated air-bridge type 2D PhC BELs using an InGaAsP MQW structure
and subsequently applied the ALD process to passivate the entire device surface with
a few nm-thick conformal SiO2 layer. Despite the extreme thickness, the ALD-SiO2
layer was found to protect the devices almost perfectly from harsh chemical
environments and also to improve lasing performance. The ALD-SiO2 passivated
BEL devices were tested as a biosensor by employing standard streptavidin-biotin
interaction. Therefore, we obtained the figure-of-merit of the sensor to be ~800,
which is at least an order of magnitude higher when compared with the conventional
SPR-based sensors. Such a large FOM is due to a sharp resonance peak, which is
enabled by lasing action at the resonance. Together with virtues of the Γ-point BEL,
high output power emitted in the direction normal to the device surface, these
preliminary test results brighten the way to a compact and ultrasensitive biosensor
platform based on nanophotonics technology.
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Chapter 3
Two-dimensional photonic crystal
bandedge laser with hybrid perovskite
thin film for optical gain
3.1 Introduction
During the past few years, organic-inorganic lead halide perovskite has been
demonstrated to be an alternative light harvester with great power conversion
efficiency (PCE) in photovoltaics research area. In the hybrid perovskite materials,
methyl-ammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) which is most commonly represented
have drawn tremendous attentions lately due to their high potential for photovoltaics
application; long carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths [1-3], high internal quantum
efficiency [4,5], and stoichiometric wavelength tenability [6] are a few virtues of the
material system. Firstly, Kojima et al. demonstrated photovoltaic cells (PVCs)
employing the hybrid perovskites as light absorber; the power conversion efficiency
approached about 4% [7], and the PCE of the hybrid perovskite PVCs has now
exceeded 20% [8].
Such a high PVC performance shows that the hybrid perovskites are promising
light-absorbing materials [9-11], which in turn infers that they could also act as
efficient light emitters when electron-hole pairs are properly generated within them.
In fact, optically pumped lasing actions have been demonstrated from the hybrid
perovskite materials with various cavity geometries shown in Fig. 3-1-1, which
include nanowires [12], microdisks [13], nanoplatelet [14], and random networks [15].
However, these laser structures intrinsically support multiple laser modes, so it cannot
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guarantee single mode laser operation, which is a crucially important property for
sophisticated photonic information technologies such as optical communications and
computing. Here, we report room-temperature single mode lasers based on hybrid
perovskite material, methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3), as gain material,
in which single mode operation is enabled by a photonic bandedge mode supported
by two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal (PhC) structure with square lattice.

Figure 3-1-1 Halide perovskite materials for photonic applications with various
cavity geometries. [12-14]
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3.2 2D square lattice photonic crystal bandedge laser
3.2.1 Photonic crystal bandedge mode
Photonic bandedge modes, which are typically established on both edges of a
photonic bandgap at high symmetry points in the momentum space, are characterized
by a periodically bunched stationary field profile, whose nodes and antinodes are
related to the corresponding PhC lattice. When a bandedge mode is resonantly tuned
with the energy of emitted photons from gain material, which is typically a part of
PhC structure, it can lase. So far, various types of bandedge lasers have been
demonstrated using different PhC structures and materials [16-18]. In particular, 2D
PhC bandedge lasers employing a Γ-point bandedge mode have an interesting
property; they emit a stimulated emission in the vertical direction even optical
feedback for lasing action occurs along the 2D PhC plane. In our research group, we
have achieved a few significant things in bandedge laser research: high fiber-coupled
output power (in mW level) as well as a long device lifetime (up to 18 hours) under
continuous-wave (CW) operation condition, using InGaAsP-based multiple quantum
well structures [19,20].
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3.2.2 Device fabrication
Overall device structure of CH3NH3PbI3 PhC bandedge laser is schematically
shown in Fig. 3-2-1(a). There are two independent and parallel tasks involved for
sample preparation. One is a preparation of a hybrid perovskite as active medium,
and the other is fabrication of 2D photonic crystal square lattice backbone structure.
As for the perovskite material, methylammonium iodide (CH3NH3I) was synthesized
by reacting equimolar methylamine (40% in methanol, TCI) with hydroiodic acid (HI,
Alfa Aesar, 57% w/w aqueous solution stabilized with 1.5% hypophosphorous acid)
at 0 ˚C. HI was added dropwise to methylamine solution under constant stirring. After
a reaction time of 2 hours, solvent was evaporated using a rotary evaporator and the
product was recrystallized from ethanol and diethyl ether. After filtration, the
precipitate was washed with diethyl ether and dried at 60 ˚C in vacuum oven for 24
hours. Lead iodide (PbI2, Acros Organics, 99%) was dried in vacuum oven at 240 ˚C
for 12 hours. To prepare the perovskite precursor solution, 1.18 mmol of CH3NH3I
with equimolar PbI2 were dissolved in 1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) [21].
On the other hand, the fabrication of the PhC square lattice backbone structure
began with a sequential layer depositions of SiO2 and Si3N4 on silicon wafer by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The thicknesses of each layer
were 1 Pm for SiO2 and 140 nm for Si3N4, respectively. An array of square lattice airhole patterns was generated by conventional electron-beam lithography technique.
Subsequent pattern transfer down to the Si3N4 layer was accomplished by a selective
reactive-ion etch (RIE); for this purpose, we used the RIE recipe which is added N2
to the standard RIE gas mixture of CF4 and O2 to improve the etch selectivity of Si3N4
over SiO2 [22]. This SiO2 layer simply serves an optical cladding while the PhCengraved Si3N4 layer constitutes a lateral waveguide along with a perovskite film that
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is spin-coated atop later. Figures 3-2-1(b) and (c) show scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images taken from a fabricated PhC backbone structure.

Figure 3-2-1 (a) Schematic of the CH3NH3PbI3 PhC bandedge laser structure. (b)
SEM image of the square lattice PhC backbone, fabricated on the Si3N4 layer with (b)
low and (c) high magnifications. The SEM images are from gamma point bandedge
laser sample: a* = 345 nm and I* = 150 nm. A reciprocal lattice of square lattice is
schematically drawn in (c).
The substrate containing the 2D square lattice PhC pattern was treated with UVozone for 15 mins and then immediately transferred to N2-filled glovebox. DMSO
perovskite precursor solution was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 60 sec on the substrate.
During the spin-coating, 0.2 mL of diethyl ether was dropped on the film after 45 sec
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to extract excess DMSO and the substrate was immediately transferred on a hot plate
at 110 ˚C for 2 mins for crystallization of perovskite material. The overall PhC
bandedge laser preparation procedure is schematically outlined in Fig. 3-2-2.

Figure 3-2-2 Fabrication processes of PhC bandedge laser with perovskite thin film.
Shown in Figs. 3-2-3(a) and (b) are optical microscope images taken before and
after the deposition of perovskite film, which confirms that the perovskite film
coating was accomplished uniformly. The checkerboard pattern shown in the figures
is intentionally inserted to facilitate the location and identification of individual PhC
patterns. Although it looks quite homogeneous and uniform over the entire pattern
under optical microscope, SEM image shows that the surface morphology of the
hybrid perovskite film is far from perfection—Fig. 3-2-3(c). From the separate atomic
force microscope (AFM) measurement, we obtained the root-mean-square (RMS)
value of surface roughness is about 45 nm. It should be noted that we controlled spincoating and baking time tightly in order to minimize the formation of pinholes, a wellknown problem with one-step deposition of perovskite films. Figure 3-2-3(c)
indicates that the quality of perovskite film should be still improved substantially.
However, with this roughness of perovskite thin film, resultant devices lased out as
we will explain this happen later. Therefore, there is much room for the improvement
in laser performance. Figure 3-2-3(d) is a cross-sectional SEM image for a local area
where the PhC pattern is partially exposed. One can see that the roughness of the
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crystallized CH3NH3PbI3 film surface again. Nevertheless, the SEM image confirms
that the perovskite material is properly infiltrated into the PhC air-holes formed in the
Si3N4 layer.

Figure 3-2-3 Optical microscope images taken (a) before and (b) after the deposition
of CH3NH3PbI3 thin film. In (a), the bright square region in the middle corresponds
to the PhC patterned area. SEM images of a fully fabricated CH3NH3PbI3 PhC
bandedge laser device: (c) top surface of the perovskite film and (d) cross-section of
the device, shown sequentially from SiO2 to CH3NH3PbI3 thin film. The dotted lines
in (b) and (d) are for eye-guide.
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3.2.3 Photonic band structure of perovskite PhC bandedge laser
Figure 3-2-4(a) shows photonic band structure of a model square lattice 2D PhC
slab structure, which is calculated using plane wave expansion (PWE) method. Also,
Figs. 3-2-4(b) and (c) are magnified band structure of each bandedge modes, Γ- and
M-point, respectively. The refractive indices of the perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 film was
obtained from spectroscopic ellipsometer measurements on an independently but
identically prepared homogeneous perovskite film where n is 2.56 at the center
emission wavelength of λ = 780 nm. From the band structure, we find distinct
bandedge modes at Γ- and M-points, which can be used for bandedge lasing action.
In order to explore the two possibilities, we prepared two kinds of PhC patterns with
different lattice constants and air-hole diameters; (aΓ = 345 nm; φΓ = 150 nm for Γpoint bandedge laser) and (aM = 255 nm; φM = 100 nm for M-point bandedge laser).
The lattice constants aΓ and aM are chosen such that the emission band of the active
material, CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite thin film, coincides with the photonic bandedges at
Γ- and M-points, respectively. Therefore, we expect lasing actions at the Γ- and Mpoint bandedge modes from the two samples; for this reason, we will call the two
types of samples Γ and M, respectively. Note that the energy levels of some bandedge
modes are degenerate such as Γ1↔ Γ2 and M0↔M1. Figures 3-2-5(a) and (b) are
modal spectra calculated for samples Γ and M with by finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) simulations (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical Solutions, Inc.). Well-defined
bandedge modes are clearly supported by the structures. Shown as the insets in Figs.
3-2-5(a) and (b) are the transverse electric field intensity profiles for the Γ- and Mpoint bandedge modes which are the strongest bandedge modes overlapped with the
emission band of perovskite material.
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Figure 3-2-4 (a) Photonic band structure of the CH3NH3PbI3 PhC bandedge laser
structure, calculated by the plane-wave expansion method. Also shown in the right
are magnified band structures near (b) Γ- and (c) M-points, which are marked by
square boxes in (a).

Figure 3-2-5 Mode spectra for (a) sample *and (b) sample M, both simulated by
FDTD method. For each case, the inset shows the modal pattern calculated for the
strongest bandedge mode.
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Measurement with polarization dependence
Fabricated devices were optically pumped using a 532 nm frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser in pulsed mode (pulse width 400 ps; repetition rate 1 kHz). A 20×
objective lens (NA = 0.4) was used to focus pump laser beam to a spot of ~70 μm in
diameter. Figure 3-3-1 is a schematic diagram of lens based microphotoluminescence (PL) setup.

Figure 3-3-1 Schematic diagram of lens based micro-PL setup.
The emission spectra from the two samples Γ and M, taken at various excitation
levels, are shown in Figs. 3-3-2(a) and (b). Both samples exhibit laser threshold,
above which sharp stimulated emission peaks appear newly on the broad background
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spontaneous emission. As we expected, the emission spectra clearly indicate that the
both lasers operate in single mode which is from the nature of bandedge modes. The
light input versus output relationships are plotted in the insets for both modes. The
abrupt changes in slope are clear indication of the onset of lasing action. Pulse energy
densities at laser threshold are similar for the both samples, ~200 μJ/cm2. We also
examined polarization dependence of laser emission, and the measured results are
summarized in Figs. 3-3-2(c) and (d). As we expected, sample Γ exhibits an isotropic
polarization dependence, consistent with the electric field profile shown in Fig. 3-25(a). This isotropic polarization dependence is compatible with the notion that there
is no preferred direction for the electric field as the momentum vector of the Γ-point
is in the vertical direction (or parallel to the direction of detection). In good contrast,
sample M has two main lobes stretched along the directions toward M-points, which
is compatible with the modal pattern shown in Fig. 3-2-5(b). This anisotropic
polarization dependence with the long axis aligns along the M-points. It should be
fair to say that although the M-point bandedge is an in-plane mode, it can still be
detected in the vertical direction via coherent scatterings (thus its polarization
information being preserved partially).
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Figure 3-3-2 Emission spectra from the CH3NH3PbI3 PhC bandedge lasers recorded
at various excitation levels: (a) sample Γ and (b) sample M. Each inset presents the
relationship between light input and output. Measured polarization dependence of
light output: (c) sample Γ and (d) sample M. The directions of the reciprocal lattice
vectors (Γ, Χ, and Μ) are marked.
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3.4 Summary
We demonstrated room temperature single mode lasing from the hybrid
perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 successfully. A single lasing mode was originally defined by
a bandedge mode of 2D square lattice PhC backbone structure, while optical gain
necessary for laser action was provided by a thin hybrid perovskite film spin-coated
on top of the PhC backbone. Two kinds of devices for Γ- and M-points were designed
and fabricated to operate with different bandedge modes. When pumped optically,
both devices lased in single mode with the polarization properties expected from the
bandedge modes. This work proves that the hybrid perovskite material is now mature
enough to be used not only for photovoltaics application but also for highly functional
light-emitting devices. In addition, we believe that it also brightens hybrid photonics,
in which passive photonic structures are hybridized extrinsically with active optical
materials to build sophisticated photonic integrated circuits for near future.
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Chapter 4
Visible wavelength distributed feedback
laser from formamidinium lead halide
perovskite thin films with TE/TM mode
selection
4.1 Introduction
During the past few years, organic-inorganic lead halide perovskite has been
demonstrated to be an alternative light harvester with great power conversion
efficiency (PCE) in photovoltaics research area. To date, the highest power
conversion efficiency of perovskite cells has been reported as 22.1% [1]. A number
of unique properties of lead halide perovskite such as a large absorption coefficient
in visible range regime [2], long diffusion length and carrier lifetime [3,4], and high
photoluminescence (PL) quantum efficiency [5] has attracted significant attention as
a good light emitter for optoelectronic application. Also, by controlling the halide
composition between bromide and iodide in the material, the wavelength can be
easily tuned from 500 nm to 800 nm which is in visible range [6]. This stoichiometric
wavelength tunability is a huge benefit to make this material as promising candidates
for the variety of optoelectronic applications, such as light-emitting diode [7], laser
[8], and sensor [9]. Based on these advantages of hybrid perovskite, there are various
optical resonator lasers have been already demonstrated, including the nanowire [10],
microdisk [11], distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) [12], and random networks [13].
However, there is one major obstacle exists for applying those to the optical
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communication and computing system because of the multi-mode laser operation.
Usually, the single mode operation is a crucially important property for sophisticated
and complex photonic integrated circuit. Additionally, the ultimate goals of this kind
of lasers is to operate with continuous-wave (CW) lasing or electrically driven lasing.
However, most recently studied light-absorbing material is methylammonium lead
triiodide (MAPbI3), which shows reversible phase transition at 55 °C and instability
under illumination and elevated temperature condition due to low crystallization
energy was reported as weak points of MAPbI3 [14-17]. To overcome the
disadvantages of MAPbI3, alternatives of methylammonium cation are investigated
and formamidinium (FA) cation was suggested. Compared to MAPbI3,
formamidinium lead triiodide (FAPbI3) absorbs wider range of light due to its reduced
band gap energy and shows longer charge diffusion length and superior stability
against the light and heat [18-21]. Furthermore, band gap is easily tuned by
incorporation of bromide which also improved the stability of photovoltaic cells [22].
In this study, we choose FA instead of MA which is used in our previous study and
tune the band gap of perovskite by incorporation of bromide to examine the laser
behavior in visible light region. Also, for supporting the single mode lasing, we adopt
a one-dimensional (1D) distributed feedback structure as backbone to combine this
passive structure with FA-based perovskite, CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3, thin film as
active optical medium through simple spin-casting method. This 1D distributed
feedback (DFB) structure was generated by laser interference lithography (LIL)
technique with the advantages of submicron scale pattern on large area, high
throughput, and cost effectiveness [23]. In addition, by optimizing the simple spincasting method, we achieved the high quality CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 closely packed
thin film with uniform and conformal surface morphology. In this research, we
demonstrate optically pumped single mode lasing from hybrid perovskite
CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film fabricated on the 1D DFB structure, and show the
possibility of mode selections for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) mode by slightly changing the structural parameters.
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4.2 1D DFB laser with perovskite FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3
4.2.1 Preparation of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 perovskite material
Processing solution is prepared by simple mixing of FAPbI3 and FAPbBr3
precursor solutions in certain ratio. Target band gap is ~2 eV with optical absorption
edge at ~600 nm. When 4:6 v/v mixture (FAPbI3 solution:FAPbBr3 solution) is used
as processing solution, FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 film with band gap of ~2 eV is successfully
fabricated as shown in Fig. 4-2-1. The atomic concentration of iodide and bromide is
identified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and was estimated to be 12.73:9.02
by comparing characteristic of Br 3d and I 3d5 which is in a good agreement with
feed ratio. FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 film morphology are characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Fig. 4-2-2, the
film exhibits very smooth surface with 100 ~ 200 nm-sized crystallites and 15.9 nm
of root-mean-square (RMS) roughness was calculated by AFM image as the insets in
Fig. 4-2-2. FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 morphology are optimized by solvent engineering method
with Lewis base adduct concept and the film morphology is great improvement
compared to MAPbI3 film morphology in our previous work [24,25].
When bromide ion is incorporated to FAPbI3 (or MAPbI3) crystal, crystal
structure is gradually changed from FAPbI3 (or MAPbI3) crystal to FAPbBr3 (or
MAPbBr3) as bromide content is increased [20,22]. According to single crystal X-ray
diffraction (XRD) in the reported literature of Zhumekenov et. al., FAPbI3 and
FAPbBr3 have same cubic crystal structure (space group: Pm-3m) with lattice
parameters of a = 6.3573 Å and a = 5.9944 Å, respectively. Space group (Pm-3m)
and lattice parameter of FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 film is deduced by XRD pattern which is
shown in Fig. 4-2-3 and FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 crystal has same space group, Pm-3m as
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FAPbI3 and FAPbBr3 crystals with lattice parameter lattice parameter, a = 6.0482 Å
which is positioned between lattice parameters of FAPbI3 and FAPbBr3. In Fig. 4-22, perovskite film morphology was characterized using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Inspect F, FEI) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, XE-100, Park Systems).
In Fig. 4-2-3, Crystal information of FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 perovskite was identified by
XRD pattern obtained from X-ray diffractometer (DMAX 2500, Rigaku) using CuKD radiation (O= 1.5418 Å) at a scan rate of 2 ° min–1.

Figure 4-2-1 Photoluminescence of different FA-based perovskite thin film from
500 nm to 900 nm.
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Figure 4-2-2 Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy of
FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 film.

Figure 4-2-3 Crystal information of FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 perovskite thin film from X-ray
diffractometer.
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4.2.2 Device fabrication
Overall device structure of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 DFB laser is schematically
drawn in Fig. 4-2-4(a). There are two independent and parallel preparations needed
for the device; one is FA-based perovskite thin film, and the other is 1D DFB structure
as backbone. The preparation of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 perovskite thin film is as
follows: Formamidinium iodide (FAI) and formamidinium bromide (FABr) are
purchased from Dyesol and lead (II) iodide (PbI2) and lead (II) bromide (PbBr2) are
purchased from Alfa Aesar and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively. Processing solution for
FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 are made by mixing 0.6 mL of FAPbBr3 precursor solution and 0.4
mL of FAPbI3 precursor solution. To make FAPbBr3 and FAPbI3 precursor solution,
1 mmol of organic compound (FABr for FAPbBr3 precursor solution and FAI for
FAPbI3 precursor solution) and 1 mmol of inorganic compound (PbBr 2 for FAPbBr3
precursor solution and PbI2 for FAPbI3 precursor solution) are mixed in a 10 mL vial
and 1.2 mL of N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and 0.071 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) are added to the mixture. Two solutions are stirred for more than 3 hours to
dissolve organic and inorganic compound completely and are used within a day.
Quartz substrate was cleaned by stepwise sonication in detergent solution, water,
acetone and isopropanol for 15 mins each then was dried at 80 °C. After complete
drying, the substrate was treated with UV-ozone for 20 mins and transferred to a N2filled glove box. FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 precursor solution was spin-coated on the substrate
at 1000 rpm for 5 sec then at 4000 rpm for 15 sec. Diethyl ether was dropped on the
substrate during the spin-coating on second stage. The substrate was moved to hot
plate (110 °C) immediately and annealed for 10 mins.
The next sample preparation procedure for DFB part is as follows: The prepared
quartz substrate 1cm x 1cm in size was washed by acetone, isopropanol (IPA), and
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deionized water cleaning process, then a 50-nm-thick Cr layer as hard mask was
deposited on the base substrate by metal evaporation. After that, a fine-resolution
photoresist (AZ MiR 701, Microchemicals GmbH) was spin-coated on the substrate
with 4000 rpm to obtain a 250 nm thick photoresist layer. After 1 min soft-baking,
the sample was mounted on the laser interference lithography (LIL) rotational stage
to make a 1D DFB pattern on the sample. In our LIL setup, a 266 nm diode-pumped
solid-state (DPSS) laser beam is expanded through the spatial filter, and it reaches to
the exposure stage shown in Fig. 4-2-6 [26]. By controlling the angle between the
reflected beam from mirror and incident beam, the interference beam which is
directly incident on the photoresist decides the grating pitch of 1D DFB pattern. Also,
the filling factor of the 1D DFB pattern is controlled by the exposure time and
development time. Finally, subsequent pattern transfer to the base substrate was
accomplished by a selective reactive-ion etch (RIE); for this purpose, we selected RIE
gas mixture of Cl2 and O2 for Cr hard mask and standard RIE gas mixture of CF4 and
O2 for quartz substrate, respectively. Figure 4-2-4(b) shows the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images from the fabricated 1D grating pattern on quartz substrate.
We were able to confirm that 1D grating pattern is well defined over the entire
substrate, and we could see another evidence simply by eyes with the photographic
image of Fig. 4-2-5(c) which shows homogeneous diffraction color through the entire
sample. Figure 4-2-5(a) is a cross sectional SEM image of local area of the sample
after hybrid perovskite CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film is spin coated over 1D grating
pattern on the quartz substrate. From this, we can recognize the hybrid perovskite thin
film consists of highly close packing of crystalline grains with having less pinholes
which are well-known problem when using the spin-casting method like one-step
deposition process. From Fig. 4-2-5(b), we also know the hybrid perovskite thin film
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uniformly coated through entire sample by looking the clear optical transparency of
the film.

Figure 4-2-4 (a) Schematic of the CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 1D DFB laser structure. (b)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images from the fabricated 1D grating pattern
on quartz substrate

Figure 4-2-5 (a) Cross sectional SEM image of local area of the sample after hybrid
perovskite CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film (b) demonstrating optical transparency of
the thin film (c) photographic image of 1D grating pattern.
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Figure 4-2-6 Schematic of the LIL setup based on a Lloyd’s mirror interferometer
and fabricated 1D grating on quartz substrate [26].
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4.2.3 TE/TM mode selection
The polarization handling is a key feature for almost every photonic system from
optical communication to bio-sensing. Especially, in the photonic integrated circuits
and their applications, this manipulation is the one of the main concern because the
waveguides is strongly polarization dependent, and as a pumping beam source, it also
related to the pumping efficiency for overall device. Therefore, we have a structural
design configuration which can select TE/TM polarization of direction of light simply
by the change of the parameters in the structure. Figures 4-2-7 and 4-2-8 show the
modal spectrum and profile for both differently polarized DFB lasers such as TE and
TM, which are calculated using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation
from FDTD solution, Lumerical Solution, Inc. Based on the information of refractive
indices from the spectroscopic ellipsometer measurement, we use the refractive index
of hybrid thin film as ~2.14 for the emission peak wavelength of O = 640 nm, and we
design the second order DFB grating structure for the device because this geometry
supports the vertical direction of emission of light which is perpendicular to the
grating surface while the optical feedback is in-plane direction. With 2nd order DFB
grating structure, the grating period is almost twice longer than 1st order DFB one for
lasing, so it makes the fabrication process much easier. Also, due to the vertical
direction of emission of light, it is suitable for the fiber coupling and the alignment
for measurement. According to the simulations, we prepared two kinds of DFB
structure by changing the grating periods (Λ) with fixed film thicknesses (T): (ΛTE =
330 nm; TTE = 240 nm) and (ΛTM = 345 nm; TTE = 240 nm). Due to the difference
between DFB structure backbone and hybrid perovskite thin film of refractive index,
we were able to secure the sufficient mode separation in spectrum range, so we could
select the only one mode (either TE or TM) can survive in the emission band of the
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optical gain, CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film by simply changing the parameters in
the structure. Figures 4-2-7 shows details of TE and TM modal spectrum, respectively:
where the blue color represents TE mode resonance and red as TM resonance. The
shaded area is the emission band of optical gain material with full width at half
maximum (FWHM), ~30 nm. As we expected, there is only one resonance peak stays
in the emission band of optical gain with our designed structural parameters.
Therefore, we expect the lasing actions from two differently polarized DFB laser.
From Figs. 4-2-8(a) and (b), we can also confirm well-defined TE/TM fundamental
modes are identified by the structure. The reason why we chose the fundamental
mode is simple because of maximizing the mode overlap with gain material without
nodes.

Figure 4-2-7 Mode spectra for (a) TE mode and (b) TM mode, by FDTD simulation.
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Figure 4-2-8 Mode profiles for (a) TE mode and (b) TM mode. These are welldefined TE/TM fundamental modes by the structure.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Measurement with polarization dependence
Fabricated device was optically pumped using a frequency-doubled 532 nm
Nd:YAG laser in a pulsed mode (pulse width 400 ps; repetition rate 1 kHz). The size
of the beam passing through the pinhole was fixed and controlled the beam waist by
plano-convex cylindrical lens. So, the focused pump laser beam size on the grating
surface was 2 mm x 0.2 mm. The emitted light was detected using a spectrometer
(Dongwoo Corp., DM700) along the normal to the grating surface. We also have
examined lasing characteristics after cooled down to the cryogenic temperature, 77 K
with liquid nitrogen. Figure 4-3-1 is a schematic diagram of cylindrical lens based PL
setup

Figure 4-3-1 Schematic diagram of cylindrical lens based PL setup.
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Shown in Figs. 4-3-2(a) and (b) are emission spectra from two different samples,
TE and TM mode, taken under different pump fluence. As we expected, both
emission spectra with different pumping level show clear single mode laser
characteristics with narrow linewidth. In each spectrum, there is a little bump, which
is located right next to the single peak, is amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) peak
from planar thin film of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3. From the measurement, we realized
the results are in a good agreement with our FDTD simulation spectra data. We also
plotted light input vs. output curves as the insets. Both samples clearly show the
threshold region known as a “kink” which is between the two linear regions of
spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. This “kink” is a strong indication of
starting point of lasing action. Pulse energy densities at laser threshold level are ~20
mJ/cm2 and ~3 mJ/cm2 for TE and TM mode, respectively. The threshold level for
TE mode is higher that TM mode. With these single mode lasing characteristics, we
also wanted to verify one more lasing characteristic which is a polarization. For that,
we put a linear circular polarizer in front of the spectrometer and examined
polarization dependence for both lasers, and the results show in Figs. 4-3-2(c) and (d).
Both samples exhibit highly polarized characteristics in one direction, either parallel
to the grating line or perpendicular to the grating line. In the case of TE mode, we
consider the electric field oscillation is parallel to the direction of grating line, and we
verify this preferred direction compared to the measured polarization direction. In the
case of TM mode, the measured polarization is 90 degree rotated compared to the
polarization of TE mode. This result coincides with our expectation because electric
field oscillations for TM mode coexist in the direction of perpendicular to the grating
line and normal to the grating plane. However, electric field oscillation from the
normal component is hard to recognize by polarizer due to the direction. Therefore,
only one direction which is perpendicular to the grating line is clearly revealed by the
polarizer, and we could confirm that from Fig. 4-3-2(d).
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Figure 4-3-2 Emission spectra from the CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 1D DFB laser at
various excitation levels: (a) TE and (b) TM mode. Each inset shows the relationship
between light input and output. Measured polarization dependence of light output: (c)
TE and (d) TM mode.
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4.3.2 Temperature dependence for FAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3 1D DFB laser and
PL
As previously explained, we did our overall optical pumping measurement at
cryogenic temperature, 77 K because there is only ASE shown under room
temperature condition, not shown any DFB TE/TM modes. So, we decreased the
temperature from 300 K to 77 K gradually to see what happens in the sample,
typically for lasing action. When the temperature reached at 200 K, then suddenly the
mode appeared and it lased while increasing the pump fluence. We did this
temperature dependent experiment about DFB TM mode laser. The results of light
input versus output relationship at selected temperatures are summarized in Fig 4-33. As the temperature decreased, thresholds were reduced to ~3 mJ/cm2 and slope
efficiency was increased. These two parameters tell us that the laser performance is
better under low temperature because of controlling the heat dissipation by cooling
to liquid nitrogen temperature. Except the heat dissipation, we tried to find the other
factors to prevent becoming a lasing action. One thing we suspected is due to a change
in the material itself while the temperature cooled down. So, we examined
temperature dependent of thin film of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 deposited on the bare
quartz substrate. Figure 4-3-4 shows the temperature-dependent spectra of
CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film. As temperature decreased from 300 K to 77 K, only
one emission peak was observed with monotonous peak red-shifting, and linewidth
of PL was narrowed down to ~30 nm. These phenomena are usually shown in the
series of organometal halide perovskite materials. Additionally, one more feature is
supposed to be shown which is an additional emission peak at a lower energy emerges
while cooling down. This phenomenon is known to be related to phase transition.
However, in our CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film sample, we cannot find the
additional emission peaks, which means there is no phase transition happens while
decreasing temperatures. Therefore, based on the above, we were able to confirm that
no phase transition occurs, and it is stable as the material itself while the temperature
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cooled down.

Figure 4-3-3 Temperature-dependent relationship between light input and output of
CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 1D DFB laser for TM mode.

Figure 4-3-4 Temperature-dependent PL spectra of CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film.
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4.4 Summary
We demonstrated single mode lasing from organometal lead halide perovskite
CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 with TE/TM mode selection by changing the structural
parameters. The single lasing mode comes from DFB structure which is better
dynamic-single stability and low noise operation, and this kind of distributed
feedback laser is fast to transmit data in optical communication world. Additionally,
this mode selection properties are useful in almost every photonic system, especially,
in the photonic integrated circuits and their applications. Two kind of devices were
designed and fabricated to operate at TE and TM mode under single mode lasing
condition. We adopted LIL technique with the submicron scale pattern on large area.
In addition, we deposited the hybrid perovskite CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin film on
1D DFB structure by simple spin-casting method with uniform and conformal surface
morphology. Both techniques brings us to be competitive advantages in the aspect of
fabrication cost and throughput. We believe this hybrid photonics platform can be one
possible solution to build up the complicated and sophisticated photonics integrated
circuit and their applications.
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4.5 Supporting information
We also demonstrated single mode lasing at 77 K with different organometal
lead halide perovskite thin films such as CH(NH2)2PbBr3, CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3, and
CH(NH2)2PbI3. From Br3 and I3 based perovskite thin films, we could demonstrate
single mode lasing at room temperature. However, with mix halide composition of
perovskite thin film, we could not see any lasing characteristics, even a mode at room
temperature. We guess this happen because the different lattice mixed in perovskite
structure, so that it is unstable in phase transition. Figure 4-5-1 shows the single mode
lasing operation with the one-dimensional photonic crystal structure with different
grating period at different wavelength regime.

Figure 4-5-1 Single mode lasing operation with the one-dimensional photonic crystal
structure at different wavelength regime.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Perspective
In this thesis, I have been focused on demonstrating the different types of
photonics crystal bandedge lasers with different gain materials including the hybrid
perovskite materials. Firstly, air-bridge-type surface-emitting bandedge laser (BEL)
was fabricated by forming a honeycomb lattice two-dimensional photonic crystal
(PhC) structure into an InGaAsP mutiple quantum well (MQW). Subsequently, the
entire surface of bandedge laser was passivated with few-nm thick conformal SiO2
layer by atomic later deposition (ALD) method. In addition, the ALD-SiO2 is
compatible with the silane-based surface chemistry, enabling the ALD-passivated
BEL devices as a label-free biosensor. The standard streptavidin–biotin interaction
was examined to see the possibility of the device as biosensor. Consequently, the
device shows the possibility as refractive index biosensor platform with a sharp lasing
line (< 0.2 nm) and large refractive index sensitivity (~163 nm/RIU).
Next, I suggested hybrid photonic platforms, in which passive photonic
structures are hybridized extrinsically with active optical materials, for demonstrating
a single mode laser with hybrid perovskite thin film. At first, the room temperature
single mode lasing from the hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbI3, which is at the center
emission wavelength of λ = 780 nm, was successfully demonstrated. In this study, a
single lasing mode was originally defined by a bandedge mode of 2D square lattice
PhC backbone structure, while optical gain necessary for laser action was provided
by a thin hybrid perovskite film spin-coated on top of the PhC backbone. Also, two
different bandedge lasers operating at Γ- and M-points were designed and fabricated
to operate as single mode bandedge lasers. Therefore, both devices lased in single
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mode with the polarization properties expected from the bandedge modes. On the
other hand, from the hybridizing the hybrid perovskite CH(NH2)2Pb(Br0.6I0.4)3 thin
film, which is at the center emission wavelength of λ = 650 nm, with one-dimensional
photonic crystal structure backbone by simple spin-casting, single mode bandedge
lasers were also demonstrated. In this study, two kinds of devices were designed and
fabricated to operate at TE and TM mode under single mode lasing condition. From
the experiment, we confirmed the devices operating under single mode lasing
condition and revealed TE/TM polarization dependence, respectively.
The benefits of photonics crystal bandedge lasers are as follows; stable mode
operation over a large area, high power laser available, and controlling the lasing
direction either surface-emitting or in-plane direction which depends on its purpose
of devices. With these advantages, I believe that our surface-passivated *- point BEL
can be a great option for the compact and ultrasensitive biosensor platforms based on
nanophotonics technology due to the high figure-of-merit (FOM) value and sharp
resonance peak. Also, the results of these hybrid photonic device platforms with
optical pumping show the possibility of electrically driven laser device with hybrid
perovskite materials in the near future.
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⪆ዊ⩪# ⭪Ⱚ㋏# ⸷ッ# ℯ⯞# 㙏㧶# ⨡⯚# ❾Ṇ㏲# ⪿╆ⰎḖ# ⸷ッ㨂⯞# 㙏㨎▶#
₮Ⰾ⪾◖▶# 㦦᱅㢖⯖ᳶ▶⯲# 㫶⭃⯞# ⋞㧺# ⚲# Ⱒ⩢1# ႞គ㧶# ✾㝒Ჳ㕚⧞⋞ᦲᆖ#
₮Ⰾ⪾㞎⯲# ₮Ⰾ⪾❾㩲⯞# 㙏㨎▶# ❾Ⲷ# ╲㦦Ⰾ# ₮Ⰾ⪾◖▶ᳶ▶⯲# 㫶⭃Ⰾ#
ႚ㧶⹚Ḗ# 㫯Ⱂ# 㧲⪚⯖Ἂ# ⨡⯚# ₲㊻㢇⯞# 㙏㧶# ᘬ⯚# ○⹚⚲# +iljxuh# ri#
phulw,Ḗ# 㙏㨎▶# Ḓ# ₮Ⰾ⪾# ◖▶Ḗ# រㅎ㧺# ⚲# Ⱒᜮ# ⴥ⯚# រ⧢Ⰾ# ᢺ# ᄝ⯖ᳶ#
ዊរḖ# 㧲ᅺ# Ⱒ1# #
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ኒṆᅺ# ῖⲛ⯖ᳶᜮ# ㇶኖ# 㕶⨫Ⲟ⹚# ∞⨖⩪▶# 㫶₶㰢# ⪊ሆႚ# ᢲᅺ# Ⱒᜮ#
㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖ⯞# ►㕷㧲⪆# 5ヂ⭪# ᆫⰪᅊⲯሆⴊ⫚# 4ヂ⭪# GIE# ሆⴊ⯲#
ᅊ㨃⯞# 㙏㧶# ⩪⹚# ᲢⰎⲚḖ# ⚶ヂⲛ⯖ᳶ# ሆ㪞㧲⪚1# Ⰾ™# ⪊ሆ⩪▶ᜮ#
႞គ㧶#

✾㧚㏮㞟#

ℯ⯞#

㙏㨎▶#

 G

G

#

㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖ⯞# ○ⰿ❶㏊⯖Ἂ# ኒᄝ⯞# 㙏㧲⪆# ỖⲚ# ╛⫂⩪▶# ሆᡳ㧲ᜮ#
គⰖ# 㞦ⰿ# +:;3# qp# 㞦ⰿ,⯲# 5ヂ⭪# ᆫⰪᅊⲯ# ⩪⹚# ᲢⰎⲚḖ# Ṧ# ⚲#
Ⱒ⩢1# ᪪㧶/# 5ヂ⭪# ᆫⰪᅊⲯ# ⩪⹚# ሆⴊ⫚# ῖ⯲# ᅊ㨃⯞# 㙏㨎▶# ▶ᳶ# Ḓ#
㞦⚲# ℻㗊Ḗ# ⹚ᝢᜮ# ℾ⩪⹚# ᲢⰎⲚḖ# ⰪⰒ# 㧲⪚⯖Ἂ# ❾Ⲷ# ᅞ╊# ᅊᆖ⫚# ❾㩲#
ᅊᆖḖ# 㙏㨎▶# ኒᄝ⯞# 㫯Ⱂ㧺# ⚲# Ⱒ⩢1# #
Ⰾ㭞/# ႚ❶ᆫ# ⪛⪇⩪▶# ⋵⯞# ᕎᜮ# 㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖᆖ# 4ヂ⭪# GIE#
ሆⴊ⯲# ᅊ㨃⯞# 㙏㨎▶# 983# qp# 㞦ⰿ⩪▶# ሆᡳ㧲ᜮ# គⰖ# 㞦ⰿ# ᲢⰎⲚḖ# Ⲛ⫂#
❾㩲⯞# 㙏㨎▶# 㫯Ⱂ㧺# ⚲# Ⱒ⩢1# ႞គ㧶# ሆⴊ⯲# ⅚㫮/# ⸣# ⶖዊ⯲# ⅚㫮Ṧ⯖ᳶ#
▶ᳶ# Ḓ# 㡒ᆫ# 㨿⯞# ⹚ᝦ# ᲢⰎⲚḖ# ሆ㪞㧺# ⚲# Ⱒ⩢⯖Ἂ# ⧸▶# ⪊ሆ⫚#
Ṣテႚ⹚ᳶ# ႞គ㧶# ✾㧚# ㏮㞟# ℯ⯞# 㙏㨎▶# ሆⴊ# ⮞⩪# ῖ⯞# ○ⰿ㧲⪚1#
㧲⹚Ṧ/# Ⰾ™⯲# ᅗ⭊# ⧸►# ⪊ሆ⫚ᜮ# Ḏᄦ# 㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖ⩪# ⦊Ⰾᜮ#
⭃Ṿ# ⸣/# GPVR⫚# GPI⯲# ⋞⯂# ⴊᄎ⯞# ㇶⲛ㫮# 㨂⯖ᳶ⠂# # ቺⰖ㧲ᅺ# ⴥ⯚#
₯ṣ⯞# 㪯○㧺# ⚲# Ⱒ⩢1# Ⰾ™# ⪊ሆ⯲# ᅗ⭊# irupdplglqlxp⯞# ዊ₲⯖ᳶ# 㧶#
㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖ⯞# ႞គ㧶# ✾㧚㏮㞟⯞# 㙏㨎# ሆ㪞㧶# ႚ❶ᆫ# ⪛⪇⩪▶⯲# ㅅ#
™⺒# គⰖ# 㞦ⰿ# ᲢⰎⲚᰖᜮ᠊# ⯲⯲ႚ# Ⱒ1# 㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒# ῖ# ⯫⭃⯞# 㙏㧲⪆#
ሆ㪞ᢶ# ᲢⰎⲚ⯲# ᅗ⭊# 㟂❶⊦# ᆫⰪᅊⲯ# ሆⴊ⫚# ⧻㞊⊦# ῖ႞⯲# ᅊ㨃⯞#
㙏㧲⪆# ሆ㪞㧶# 㧲Ⰾ⊦Ṇ# ᲢⰎⲚ# ሆⴊᳶ▶# ⪊ሆḖ# 㙏㨎# ᔲ㕚ᔶ# ᅊᆖႚ#
⧸⯖ᳶ⯲# ⰻ㧶# ᆫⲛ# 㬦ᳶ⩪# ⴥ⯚# រ⧢# ⶫ# 㧲ᔲႚ# ᢺ# ⚲# Ⱒ⯞# ᄝ⯖ᳶ# ዊរḖ#
㧲ᅺ# Ⱒ1#
#
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㨏➆⩎=# ᆫⰪᅊⲯ/# ℾ⩪⹚/# ᆫⰪᅊⲯ# ᲢⰎⲚ/# ⭪Ⱚ㋏# ⸷ッ/#
₮Ⰾ⪾◖▶/#

㠲ᳶ⊦✾㌎Ⰾ㝒/#

5ヂ⭪#

㧲Ⰾ⊦Ṇ# ᲢⰎⲚ#
㧳™=#534305734;#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
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ᆫⰪᅊⲯ/#

4ヂ⭪#

ᆫⰪᅊⲯ/#

